
SOM

Software System for Optimal 
Management of Structures
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Why a New BMS?

Like other BMS, SOM supports 
following business processes:

 Inventory 

 Inspection

 Health Index forecast for structures

 MRR strategy optimization

 MRR activity planning

Unlike other BMS, SOM enables:

 Network inventory description

 Applicability to various types of 
structures

 Automated inspection quality 
control

 Detailed Health Index forecast for 
structures and their component

 Repair cost estimate and analysis

 Comprehensive editing technique
for MRR strategy

Due to its innovative features, SOM:

 Increases the accuracy of forecasts for structural condition state by uncovering 
the local defects and considering the specific operation environments;

 Lowers qualification requirements for inspectors;

 Enhances productivity of the inspection work.  
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Development Story

AGA Group, Inc., a Massachusetts Corp., focused on the development of Bridge Management 
Systems in 2000. The first version BMS was implemented in 2002 under auspices of World 
Bank in Moscow, Russia, with participation of:

Promos, Ltd – Local expert in bridge design
Ove Arup & Partners – Global consultant for Civil and Structural engineering
Cambridge Systematic, Inc. – BMS consultant

“The Bridge Management System (BMS) was the largest component of the technical assistance portion of the
project and was substantially achieved. … Upon restructuring in 2000, the work was continued on the bridge
network for the City of Moscow and field tested in 2002. It is now housed in the Bridge Department
(GORMOST) of the Moscow City Administration. The PPAR mission visited GORMOST and had the opportunity
to visit the new BMS unit and log into the system and run queries about the Bank-financed bridges in Moscow.
The extent of available information was impressive. The analytical part of the BMS embodies the latest
international experience and is definitely at the cutting edge of knowledge on the subject.”

The World Bank, Report No.: 32430

During 2003-06,AGA developed a completely new network-oriented software system for 
optimal management of structures (SOM), which uses the ORACLE technology and 
the “thin client” 3-tier architecture. In 2006, SOM was implemented in Moscow 
Government Agency for operation, repair and rehabilitation of Structures 
(GIDROMOST). GIDROMOST is responsible for operation, repair and rehabilitation of 
the bridge, tunnel, embankment, drainage, and sewer networks of the City of 
Moscow. All these networks are being served by SOM.

Testimonial
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SOM Current Operation

Presently, SOM supports 233 users in Moscow, Russia, and supervises the operation of 4,286 structures,
including:

 575 Bridges and Overpasses

 219 City Drainage and Sewer Structures

 389 Pedestrian Underpasses

 94 Tunnels and other underground structures

 63 Rivers

 24 Railroad segments

 2909 Roadways (Streets and City Highways)

 19 other structures (monuments, fountains, buildings etc)

During 2007-08, more than 1,000 structures in Moscow had been inventorized and inspected. The Average 
labor consumption for this work was 0.867 man-hours per 1000 sq. ft, including:

 Inspection  - 35.1% 

 Inventory & breakdown – 64.9% 

(based on 13,330,000 sq. ft of bridges, and 396000 l. ft of embankment, etc)
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SOM INNOVATIVE FEATURES

Network inventory description

Precise universal description of each structure

Verified inspection

Health Index forecast with Local Defects consideration

Detailed Maintenance Repair & Rehabilitation (MRR) strategy optimization
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Network Inventory Description

Network

Structure

Sub network

Functional Group

Structure

Structure

Sub network

Sub network

Functional Group

Functional Group

Modified Health Index (MCI) is calculated for each level of description
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Versatile Description of Various Structures

Unlike other BMS, SOM describes any structure with 2 sets of 
parameters: COMMON and UNIQUE
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Description of Structure and Components

1. Convenient and fast search for any component

2. User-friendly, easy description of the specific of structures (to simplify the inspection work) 

3. Simple classification of Repair Action (RA) by applicability (rehabilitation applies to Structural 
Components, major repair – for Structural Nodes, repair – for SE)
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Structural  
Component

Structural 
Component

Structure

4. Possibility of finding local defects and 
triggering of alarm by calculating 
health indexes for the entire structure, 
as well as for its components

5. Inventorization up to the level of 
components

6. Automated estimate of the real cost of 
repairs for any component through the 
use of “repair rules” 

SOM employs a four-tier structural 
method breakdown. Along with three-
point description of Standard 
Elements (SE), this method simplifies 
the inspection process, increases the 
accuracy of diagnostics, enhances the 
reliability of forecasts and assures the 
following: 
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Description of Standard Elements

Standard 
Element

COND 
state

RC column 2

Reinforced 
concrete

1

Coating (paint) 1

Deterioration of 
Structure with minimal 
damage to materials

Wear of  materials with 
minimal deterioration of 

structure

Standard 
Element

COND 
state

RC Beam 1

Reinforced 
concrete

1

Waterproofing 3

SOM employs three-point description of Standard Element:  
Component, Construction Material, Protective Coating

The precise
description of SE
parameters and wear
indicators simplifies
the identification of
structural defects in
the course of
inspection, and
lowers the
qualification
requirements for the
inspectors

SOM catalog is
expandable. The User
is allowed to add any
desired Standard
Element, if a
complete array of
parameters is
provided.



Inspection

Filled by Inspector 

SOM provides an indispensible information for Inspectors in the forms of worksheets 
and catalogs 
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Inspection Quality Control

Field tests of inspection quality demonstrated that the automated control can identify 
more than 95% of the inspectors’ mistakes. SOM Inspection Quality Control procedure 
substantially lowered the Agency’s qualification requirements for the inspectors.  

Quality control screen

Non- controlled   SE Non- visible SE

SOM performs automated quality control for inspections based on the comparison of:

 SE condition states: assigned, predicted, and average for given environments;

 SE quantities: established in the course of inspection, and assigned in structural breakdown;

 Condition state distribution (statistical verification) according to the inspector’s assignment
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Adjustable Deterioration Models (DM)

SOM does not utilize the Markovian deterioration concept. We established that any future 
wear process is substantially dependent on the deterioration history. 

To ensure the adequate description of the wear processes, SOM uses four different types of 
deterioration models. SOM automatically adjusts all models based on the statistical 
analysis of inspection results. 

The use of adjustable DM makes the results of SOM’s forecasts more accurate and reliable.

Different branches represent different quality 
and/or operation conditions for SE

Raw data for 
SE from 

Inspection 
worksheet
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Health Index Forecast

Unlike other BMS, SOM performs forecast on ANY level: from Structure Network to 
Standard Element. 
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Detailed MRR Strategy Optimization

SOM employs an interactive optimization process:

1. Automated optimization based on the approved inspection results;

2. Expert reassignment of the automatically prescribed Repair Actions for SE;

3. Re-optimization based on the Repair Actions reassignments;

4. Expert choice of the preferred RA alternative. 

SOM assigns particular repair 
actions for each SE

… and automatically calculates the 
optimal wear that corresponds to 
the minimal life cycle cost
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MRR Strategy Editing

SOM provides tools for expert’s adjustments of the 
MRR strategy. For example, combining repairs 
prescribed for some limited period of time may 
substantially decrease the life cycle cost. In the 
following example such cost was thus reduce by 36% 

#2

#1

#1

#2

#1 – automated calculation #2 – expert edition of automated calculation

Considering the condition state of each SE according to the forecast, SOM determines, which repair actions 
would be the best under the Minimal Life Cycle Cost Criterion. 
The use of repair rules is obligatory. The user cost may be considered if necessary. 
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Planning

SOM enables the development of the MRR plans for both limited and 
unlimited budgets, and gives detailed breakdowns for all RA during 
the planning period

Breakdown tree

Budget outline

Budget constrains
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